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TAFT DELEGATES Outrage Committed By Fifty Night SUPREME LAW OF Slaves Ask Government For Money BENNETT MURDER
MYSTERY STILL
_
TAKE CONVENTION Riders Causes Death of Woman LAND TO BE HELD Lost in Freedman's Savings Bank
BAFFLES POLICE
in New Liberty, Owen County, Ky. ABOVE HOME RULE Amounting to Millions of Dollars.
AWAY FROM DOOR
Postal Employes Win Fight in Evidence of Hurried Flight of
Treaties Constitute Nation's SHIPS CAN CLEAR
His Revolutionary Ruling Net Destroy Twenty Thousand'
Congress for Increased Pay
Assassins Discovered by
Obligations as Sovereign
Pounds of Tobacco in Two
by Depriving Him of
AT HOUR'S NOTICE —Lilley Takes Stand as Wit- I fficers on the Scene.
Power.
Warehouses and Shoot Into
Quorum.
ness.
Homes of Citizens.
TO
ENTER
BATTLE
Earl Bennett Relates His Story
Must be Observed Regardless
He Never Had Chance to Com,

4

I 0- • g a

Washington, March 12.—Payment
of Affair
by the govenituent of a tniaon dollars
Magdalena Bay, -March 12.—With to ex-slaves of the south and their
flags flying the sixteen I/attic-shim) heirei have been asked of the house
THE SAN PRANCIlte'll QUESTION filed slowly into the bay this morn- banking committee by representatives CORONER'S INQUEST IS HELD
REI'ERSED HIlL ø'i RELINGE
ing after lying outside all night. The of the
Freedman's Savings and Trust
crusier Huff.° met the visitors. Ev- company. The company was formed
ans stated that the ships are In bet- shortly
after the civil war under govCiarksville, Tenn., March 12.—Karl
ter condition than at any time since
(Staff Correspondence.)
ernmental supervision as a savings
•
Taft had the delegates and FateWash ington, D. C., March 12.— the cruise began, and could clear fox
Bennett, the 17-year-old son of Henry
the
bank for ex-slaves. It failed and
banks had the chairman.
Benjamin Franklin hating been to action at an hour's notice.
Bennett, who was shot in a mysterislave* lest their money.
When the Taft leaders In the First
European -capitals as minister. from
ous manlier Tuesday morning on the
Rom Company_ Case.
district Republican .convention
yew
the United States, knew what was nee
Washington, March 12.—Represent trough Spring road, near Woodford.
terday forced Distri-ct Chairman W. J.
isary to make the treaty -making powative !Alley was the first witness to- and was piated'under arrest by Weil(
Deboe to ignore the rule of the state
er effective, se 'alien in the coustituday in the Electric Boat company Staton,on the charge of being implicentral committer, reverse his own
tional convention in 1717 this quesWhile enjoying a dinner In honor charges filed with the committee. He cated in certain night riding depredaprevious ruling and trespass on the
Lary airy reerre'll.
tion came up for discussion, he moved
of his 'birthday, Edward McCormick chalked that the---tempany received tions in the county. furnished bead
prerogatives of the credentials cootand It was unanimously agreed to,
was stricken with paralysis and is un- a million dollars excessive profits ft,r $1,060.
luitee, to save himself (ruin ignemin"that le-titles made by -the United
Offieera are still at work on the
able to speak. Mr. McCormick is 70 Front the government through excluour defeat, they executed a parliaStates shall be the supreme law of the
case, and while nothing yet has been
years old and was eating dinner with sive legislation.
mentary coup, that had been l44
land." in the constitution as cowdisclosed they are working on a clue
Postmen Win Fight.
his daugbter, Mrs. Barney Davidson.
rarely ant
anticipated, they actually were
plited,, treaties were accorded the
Determined and persistent assaults which may develop a sensation. Many
able to take the convention right out
of South Fourth street, and when he
same and equal supremacy In the naof his hands 'without bolting or ellsarose from the table was unable to on the postoffice appropriation bill in rumors are in circulation as to who
llopkInsville. Ky March 12. (Spetion with the constitution itself, and
tuptIng the organisatiun. carrying cial .--Dave Smith, the sheriff respeak. The doctors think Mr. Mc- the house resulted in an amplification and where the parties came from.
any laws that might be made In purwitb them eighty-seven of the one moved by the county judge for failCormick may be able to regain use of of that measure in many inlportant Pearl Bennett stated that his, party
suanee thereto. Franklin knew that
his vocal chords, although It is not parts, despite the protests of Chair- were going home, riding along the
hundred and forty delegaes, bearing ure to make bond in time, refuges to'
no treaty could stand that was not
road, when suddenly they came upon
credentials properly signed by the resige. secured a temporary injunccertain. Mr. McCormick is well man Overstreet and the committee.
superior to any negative any of the
county chairmen of eight of the the.- tion and will fight it through the
The letter carriers finally won their three buggies tied In the road and a
own, as he was connected with the
He also
states could exert on it.
ten counties. and ins:Plying the Deboe courts.
long fight for $1,200 salaries when second later a volley of shots was fired
knew that intense local prejudices street department of the city for over
side of the house in such a tangle that
the amendment by Goebel, of Ohio, at them from the corner of the fence.
forty
years.
would doubtless come in conflict with
Sheriff Staton returned last night,
they were two hours extricating them- SPECIAL MEETING OF
granting the same was adopted.
Two suits were filed in federal treaties, hence his provision that treat
after
spending Tuesday near the
selves, wbile the Taft eouventlon proThe
also
the
house
allowed
addiBucket Shop Bill.
THE OF:NEILSI. COUNCIL. court this morning by Attorneys les should be the supreme law.
ceeded in due order to,carry out a
tional twenty-five thousand dollars for scene of the tragedy, bringing - with
Albany
March
12.—The
comSecretary
codes
and
Roosevelt
Preeldent
Wheeler, Hughes & Berry for H. B.
program that had the indorsement of
clerks in the third class offices, where him one double barreled and one sinSpeclal, meeting's probably will be Douttlitt, of Paris. Tenn.. against Taft have aligned themselves_ wtth mittee of the 'senate reported 'favoreight-of the thirteen district commitof postmasters range on from gle barreled shotgun, and a part or a
salaries
held during the present month by the Zech Long and R. H. Gardner. of May the view of Franklin and the other ably the bill which it is believed will
teemen.
a
to twelve hundred dollars, hitch rein, which had been cut, indithousand
teepee. the ordi- field. for Mottey the piain.G.I.Clainieci great leaders of tbe revolutionary put an end to bucket shops in the
It was apparent from the -onteet aldermen and teMeeil
and fifteen thousand dollars additional cating that the parties had left tho
by
felony
a
state,
it
conto
making
Francisco
San
The
of
period.
people
1905.
for
ponies
Mayfield
the
for
paid
rate
have
to
the
fixing
tax
scene very hurriedly.
that If W. J. Deboe obeyed-the Dals. nance.
for contract. stations..
did not know and just as duct such a business.
stock,
the may
The Autopsy.
of the state central committees recog- The late .111 undoubtedly be the alleged worthless
1
The
their
had
ProbibitIonlits
also
$100- Pants company. Douthitt seeks to
An autopsy was held to discover
nising the right of delegations. certi- same as last year, $1.a5 on the
when
amendment
an
innings,
through
and
(Continued on Page Three.)
fied to by the county chairmen to vote worth of taxable property. The bud- recover $34126 from Zack Long
by Houston, of Tennessee, there was the number and extent of the injuries
Both
on temporary organisation, he would get for city expenses does not call for $3.410e from R. H. Gardner.
incorporated in the bill a provision to which young Bennett succumbed.
are
cite
wealthy
Long
and
Gardner
H. C. HOOVER WILL LEAVE
be beaten, while any other mum* as Much money as last year. but the
Prohibiting the transmission through The phyglelans found fourteen distinct
sena of Meyfield, and no attachments
THE REMINtiTON AGENCY.
Elwood Neel, deputy United States the
Meeecid afford 'rounds for appeal. De- floating indebtedness must be met and
mails,_ of intoxicating liquors, bullet holes, located respectively in
are asked.
,
marshal, returned this morning from
boe himself, planned to trap the Taft paid
which
was later modified so as to in- the temple, neck and right arm. The
The \lay Pants company is still in
Mr. H. C. Hoover, wile has for the Mayfield, where he arrested_ Elmer
forree into remaining .n his convenelude cocaine and its derivities. Alto bullets were found to be No. 3 buckMielield.
at
elpenejon
being
been
years
of
six
charge
past
-half
a
colored,
and
Baerguard.
on a
was present.
tion until a quorum
&ether the appropriations carried by shot, fired evidently froin
as manager of the local office of the bootlegging. Marshal Neel arrested
when they would either have to take
Verdict of Cogromemos Jury.
the bill were increased to the extent
Remington Typewriter company as Baerguard Monday and placed ham
their. nieditioe or bolt. They did
The verdict of the jury empaneled
of $1,225,000.,
well as the territory around Paducah, in jail until train time, and then
nether. and now it is up to the stilts
by Squire Davis. in substance. was
Washington, D. . March 12.—W.
will leave the service of the Reming- Judge J. R. Bugg refused to give the
central committee to uphold its Own J. Mete of Knoxville, takes strong
that the deceased came to his death
Buerguard
rules. There were matelots in Cal- Issue with John F. Stevens. former
Work began this moroing.on re- ton company this week and will en- prisoner to the marshal.
from gunshot wounds at tee hands of
'10way and Graves counties. Fair- chief retell:owe that the Panama meal modeling the entrance of the "'Three gage in other lines of work. Mr. was out on bond for a similar charge
unknown parties in ambush.
Wok, delegation from Calloway held will be a failure, and would not Pay Links" building, Fifth and Kentucky Hoover has been working for the and his trial was set for yesterday,
Earl Bennett's Injuries,
assembly
12.—The
Albany,
was
March
he
and
postponed
was
it
but
the
Louisville
of
office
Remineton
chaircounty
the
by
• reeleetials signed
Oliver says it avenue, by Contractor Jack Cole,
Earl Dermett, the younger brother
extreeses if completed
bond
favorably
committee
codes
reported
here.
gave
Baerguard
brought
man, arid the -Taft delegation from will pay handsamely,and there will be who secured the contract for 1991. company from time, to time for fourof Val:mine was shot in the right
grede teen years. Mr. L. K. Patton. of of $1190 for his appearance before the anti-race track gambling, bill in shoulder at top of shoulder
Grave. held the ram., kind of creden- no diMculty In completing it. He The door will be lowered to the.
blade, in
the form•te take effect immediately.
I ale • Chairman Deteoe declared the contends that it will also be of im- level, and the steps leading to the Louissille, succeeds him in this office. the federal court
the right arm above the elbow and
Hughes approves the bill. A bill was
Fsiesenes eelsgation from Callow as mense commen:Yal benefit to gulf first floor will be inside the building.
n the top of the head,' the latter
introduced in the assembly providing
seated, because It held credentials err. states and portions of the Mississemi The 'Mira to the secoed floor Will be
wound being a scalp wound. The last
state
the
in
that
building
no
school
tified by the chanman: but In the tall.', and will hued up amazingly at the rear of the hall of the first
report from him stated that he was
shall be over two stories in height.
Graves county contese, he considered American shipping Oliver tells poli- floor. The entrance-will be made atsuffering intensely, but it is believed
It doesn't apply to the four largest
centestents. ticians here• that Tennessee is certain tractive with a iwat arch. The lodge
affidavits flied by th
that he will recover from his wounds,
For carriage fare It will be 25
c:ties.
and ignored the certifies of the oleic te elect a solidi) instructed Taft dele- 'rooms will be occupied in a short cents at all hours if the new ordinance
ante.
megation.
passes the general council as recomHitchcock Jury,
The Taft leaders insist that\abe preNew York. March 14.—The jury'
mended by the ordinance committee.
ntt
ehairtee
sailing °Meer bus no dreoretion
was completed this morning in the
Under the ordinance in force now,
.'s
mutt, recognise the county
the carriage owners are permitted to
Raymond , Hitchcock case.
Boston, Watch 12.—According to
certilcate In the temporary organizaMrs. Dewitt, the state's star witcharge 50 cents after midnight. For
returns the Boston & Maine railroad ness, testified that Hitchcock had a
tion. •Ilobing all queetioes invoiseli
funerals the hack owners will be peremployes will oppose wage reduction. room at her home. Effie swore Hitchin the cosiest to be settled by the coal
mitted to charge $4 for each carriage.
Judge Lightfoot this morning de- The votes are not fully counted.
mittee on credentals. which Is comcock never brought young girls to his
The committee will recommend to the
posed-of one meniteer selesited by emir
*merel council that "owl" ears be rided that the suits brought against
room. It is alleged the assaults ocand
Parham
IL.
Annie
- -- run to the Union station again. Last the estates of
With eight councounty delegation
curred in the Dewitt house.
my being at heart for Fairbanks. You Summer the traction company ceased Susan Temple by H. L. Anderson,
ties out of thirteen. represented by
Taft delegatiens bearing such credee- Suggestion to Postmaster That are also mistaken as to any pressure to run the car, owing to improvements revenue agent, were prematurely
SCRUGGS DIES OF WOUNDS"
being brought to bear upon me by it was making at the barn. and the brought and that no penalty should
tials, the desperatioe of the ctia.rman
C.tUSED B's' NIGHT 1FUDIARH.
be
the
any
by
or
agent.
collected
revenue
was easily seen.
electricity was shut off. The comFairbaaks ims Will Ceetrel other federal office-holders,
4
one else, to cause me to support Mr. mittee thought the cars were needed The court held that suits to collect
Birmingham, Ky., March 12.—John
The decision, which resulted in the
llemorratie
Patrol's* Is \
and will ask that they be run again. inheritance tax can not be brought
Scruggs. the negro who was wounded
atheeneful revolt, was made on the
until nine months have elapsed after
by night riders firing into his house
Four.)
(all of the counties voting for temPage
on
(Continued
Districts.
the defendant comes into the inherit
'Monday night, died. It Is given out
porary chairman. The Fairbanks
sum. Tire court also expressed doubt
that the mob did not want to kill
4 andidate was Cori liendemon, of Celt
as to whether the administrator could
Scruggs, but were after his 15-yeartonden county, and the Taft candiforced to pay the tax until he made
old grandson. The negroes are said
A case 'of attempted intimidation.
date was Dr. Frank Boyd, of PaduFrankfort, Ky.March 12.—Presi- be
Mr. Stewart Dick, formerly city tax to be leaving this section of the coulatY
When Calloway Was reached which does not emanate from • fedI sh.
Burley final settlement with the county court..
the
of
bebus.
Clarence
dent
-Mr. W. F. Bradshaw. Sr., will be
The suit against the Caldwell es- assessor and a veteran of Forrest's in large numbers.
the chairman said melee/ about the eral officeholder, is brought to light int
oratorical Tobacco society, brand' of the Society tate was by agreement continued until- corps, died this morning at S.30
affidavits and other evidence of the correspondence that passed between the Paducah judge at the
last night
.hete
announced
Equity,
of
deiegetios, _but_ sleeted. Fairbanks' maw, M. H....Thatcher. at etethiet Which will be held at Hops
o'clock at Clarksville—
, Tenn., where
4- mat-erring Taft.
Mir- the April term of cOtirt.
the that a sale of 1,,000-hogsheads of
the•Fairbauks delegmtionebecaues its Frankfort, and Mr. Hardin Ford, of kiesialle Friday evening between
The revenue agent wIll,not ask in he was living at the home of his sisAmerican
the
to
made
was
tobacco
ley
Madisteuville, Hopkineville and Paducredentials were properly certified. Renton. which la published in, full:
The price paid was appeal from Judge Ligthtfoors de- ter, Mrs. Leavell. He also has a
'Mitch Tobacco company.
"Frankfort. Ky.. March 1. 1901. - cah High itchools Mr. Edwprd
'Hut wheat Graves county was reached.
btotber. Creorge Diele. an Clarksville.
a pound, the price for which cision until investigation is Mack
cents
15
see,
7
repreee'lltatit
Paducah
the
ell,
Chairnien Debar acknowledged that "Mr. J. *H. Ford, Benton, Ky.
have been contend- court decisions in other states where a The funeral will take place there toowners
burley
the
afterlected 'Mr. Bradshaw yesterdaf
the Taft delegation's credentialet were
"Dear Sir: I have understood that
ing since they organised to pool and thinner law is In force. The question morrow. He has one staler in Louiscertified to exactly the same manner. at heart you are for Fairbanks, but noon.
withhold the creps from the so-called Is new In this state. Under tbe lit- ville.
the
of
but he took up the &Siderite
Mr. Dick served with bravery
that great pressure has been brought
tobacco trust until it comes to their eral construction of the statute the
contesting Fairbanks delegation and to bear upon you by other federal
terms. This is the first sale made to suit may be brought by the revenue throughout the civil war. He enlisted
WEATHER.
arbitrarily seated it.
office holders to cause yon to support
the American. Tobacco company since agent immediately after the death of at Fort Denaldson at the beginning of
Ile eefused to recognise J. C.. Taft. I would Suggest that if you are
the fight beban. two years ago. The any person /saving property to parties the fight. III Woodward's cavalry he
Speight. who stied for a hearing, and for Fairbanks have no fear of losing
sale was consummated at Winehester, other than direct heirs, but this wee was a distinguished member and was
Taft leaders in the First district are
compelled the esti to proceed, barring your position on that &ermine
where samples of the tobacco are considered unjust and not . intended with Morgan in several of hie meMrouble VII
in Kentueky. He was 16 getting .ready for the contests before
stored in wareinmees.
by the statute.
r. is. Pisher's attempt to•appeal- from -"Senator Bradley is for Fairless-toe
en he joined the ranks. the state central committee and like
ties elan.
as you will see from today's Louis
The suit against Mee. Emma Clark. years o
his
of
In
copies
fights in the war he Was national convention, and they will
by
one
e
t
of
and
papers.
Graves
Ville
the
of
leader
Miss Marian Noble and Mrs. Blanton,
C. Sp011it.
material with
As
beneficiaries of the will of their wounded in the right arm, and he have some interesting
evenly Taft delegation. wished to be declaration enclosed herewith.
ivhieh to show how Deboe proposed to
_brother, Ed P. Noble, was compro- never recovered the perfect use of it.
heard On the *abject, because, he said United States senator from Kentucky,
the
After the war he and the late John handle things. Two affidavits will be
mised by the payment of the inheritIf it was pasted. the Fairbaaks• dele- he will control the patronage of
produced to the effect that Deboe
gation would vote on temporary or- Democratic districts, and wUl not. I
ance tax teite $4,50-0 and the 20 per einnott engaged in the livery busitold the affiants he intended to conbens
40
ness
Paducah
years
to
came
injustice
He
any
permit
eolastettee
He
sure,
penalty.
spiielet
ganization,
am
met
trol the convention. A. H. Carrnag,.
A judgment was rendered against ago and served two lorms as county
members, and **Amhara( the_gludr- Sone any- 03119., bananas. be has the
chairman of Graves county, and I*.
It.
won
We
courage of his convletions.
the Kentucky theater for a failure assessor and two as city assessor.
The cause ot -.11,-.--Dick's death was Frank Boyd. of et•Cracken county,
to pay state license and judgment
not expect you to do for FairbanSa
(Conttalled on Peg*
will have letters from Deboe tolling
was taken against Flournoy Bros.. a complicatio* from which he has
what We would condemn If you did
they Must call mass conventhem
sentiment
fir
ill
been
over
a
In
Year.
liout
are
take
you
If
brokers, for failing to
for Taft. but
tions.
The distr!,A call for county
feel
one
or
heart,
bigger
a
had
man
not
No
cense. All pay- 120 a year.
for Fairbanks, you should
conventions did not specify and they
The case against 0. P. Leigh for more respensive to the call of sufferafraid to at least take no active part
It is reported among railroad men
Inquired. Tbis is especially importthat Superintendent A. H. Egan, of failing to take out license to do a ing than etewart Dick. ite was a man
- for Taft.
Frankfort, Ky.. March 12.(.
ant with regard to the Graves county
after
night
and
sympathy
night
fine
of
onbusiness
of
continued
was
Illinois
the
division
brokerage
best
Louisville
wishes. I am- Yours fury
iy
"With
trul
the
contest, because the Happy faction
The senate paased the bill rebed
the
at
watched
unweariedly
has
M It. THATCHER."
Central, is also to be made superin- tit Unborn:ivy.
delegate convection,
pealing the barber inspection law.
Hardly a family In Pa- held a precinct
On motion of C' W Emery, the suit of suffering
tendent of the Nashville divisiee, and
Mr. Ford's Reply.
a marls conventiott
held
Carman
while
The house defeated the bill Melees.
indebted
"Renton, Ky., March 5. 190R.
that :lupe li. E._Menittes. of the'Nash- brought against Grant & company. dumb, rich or poor. Is not
.n accordance with Deboe's ManseIng the circuit judge's salary to S1,kind.
Stewart
to
for
Dick
way
In
some
collect
buyers,
to
English
the
tobacco
aildlitiMt
become
will
diviakes.
Friday,
and
not
Frankfort.
KY.
much
ville
Thatcher.
tonight
Fair
• Hos. M. H.
•
1.e00.
wealth at Gone. it will also be shown that .1.
"Dear Thatcher: I have your letter champ Ise temperature. ligheet, tem. superintendent, with °Otos at Prince- taxes on IlfrO.field worth of personal ceasesgalore. Possessed of
The senate passed the appropriation
It
to H. Happy was not a metabat of the
gave
ceneroody
be
time,
one
-,
-he
dismisswas
is
it
1901,
property owned in
ef the ad inst., and you are very much ipommoro rootaudigt. eT; Prima today, tots. Ties is done,
committee.
of 1110,000 for a Keutucky soldiers'
or
frleads
of
call
nee&
*very
4, •
.
ed without prejudice.
tamp** of economy.
_
.or your Istarinalit is, as tot

plete His Organization.

Louisville. Ky.. March 12.—(Special.i---FIfty night riders burned two
warehouses containing 20.090 pounds
of tobacco, at New Liberty, Owes
county, and shot the glass front out
of Bond Bros'. store and • fired into
several residences, one being that of
as aged woman, who died a few hours
later. Judge Cammack has order-ea
that a apecial grand jury 'be sum
mooed at once to inquire into the our
rage.
One warehouse was owned by the
Cincinnati Tobacco Warehouse company and leased le Dave Ripen, an independent buyer, and the other belonged to John Garvey.

SHERIFF WILL FIGHT

•

DIRTY 1%./LIT14
Republican
Tiedtes,
W.
ci.unCy chairittait lir ',Agit cc/Minty,
In aer114 a rural route carrier.
c•Ordacee e•
instruction.. ite
tt ith
calked the county esensenteen and
these tbe leairbeeakei leaders in
conference with him for four
hours, tried to intimidate him by
telling him that If he Mad the
kil and signed flee 'raft
VI Oil
delegation'e credentials, (IMMO.%
ia..uI.l be prellerred against him.
He was fearful of their threeta
end rss.igued, but els reeignation
was not accreted by the county
corn nit to and tie- con ventii oe.
was held by the party hi nepieise
to his call, eve,' the two colored
nee's, who bolted, sitting in the
cenveutlete. Noss they say this-re
too no eounte desdriliall anti the
credentials
by the esecrs-.

of Everything.

LOST HIS VOICE

SUIT TO RECOVER
MONEY INVESTED
IN PANTS PLANT

ALLEGED'BOOTLEGGER

OLIVER FOR CANAL

THREE LINKS BUILDING

ANTI-GAMBLING

RESTORE OWL CARS

•4

•

.4

HERE IS A CASE OF REAL ATTEMPTED
INTIRATION BROUGHT TO LIGHT

FIFTEEN CENT BURLEY

•

•

INHERITANCE TAX
SUITS BRING OUT
SOME NEW POINTS

AGAINST THE CUT

MR. STEWART DICK
DIES AFTER LONG
ILLNESS TODAY

JUDGE OF CONTEST

MOE WROTE TOO
EAR LETTERS AND
TALKED TOO MUCH

•• I

•

'S.

REPORT CURRENT
THAT EGAN GETS
TWO DIVISIONS

Toil.)

CIRCUIT JUDOESILOSE

FAI

'

enviee=
agog TWO.

—

lution the coeuty of Grates was next
molted. Porgettlag shout votineon
'eVthe Vali. ad the New Scalp Anti-, their owa cogitate the (traves cuunty
delegation by its chairman, James
eTteweillarcor of loughland."
Happy, "piked in" and voted. A 1sUnlTons
Waters
OP
occasioeuf
On the
ft wouldn't take long to number lining up by Serretary Mcleod, the
pearance at the K.:Muck) matinee and
real brains; of the outfit, showed that
eight March 21, he will offer a new .th.# hairs in the heads of some people.
just S2 votes; had been registered un
musieal comedy entitled •eeee mayor
r'easoll being they haven't many to
the proposition to seat the HAPPY
of _Laughland." It iss in three aim, number, la mot aistateres. however.
crowd. A thought struck Deboe and
the
at
with
'special
germ
preseuted
A
own.
the
superbly
Welt is their
all
he arose to his feet and again descenery. The Waters compeny mem- root MDR plays havoc with the most
committeeman.
clared that the Graves seventy delegacentral
for
Paducah,
visit
recent
includes
Cooper's
a
During I. T.
hers thorty-five people and
luxuriant growth and causes it to fade
tion shbuld walt-until they were mittLouis *as receM
first-class &MIA and e• host of pretty and fall oat. A reni•-dy for this has
to ChIciago where big new prepuratjon phyglelan in St.
ed. "Just take off 16 votes, then,"
to use, aud I *as und• r his
relied News'horus
gireovered.
and theory created the usual eemiation. mended
recently
hem
but as Usual I
This the secrelarY
many hundreds of teople brougtt treatment some time,
Chief among the fun-makers is bro's 'homicide, that acts by destroy cried Jim
votes had
relief.
and announced that
no
the
obtained
to
parasites
internal
enwenous
Waters, of coupe, but he Wee not ing the fibrin that does the damage. did
been eart; aft-We the alleautticee Ake
"Su many people asked me to try hold the centerr of the IOWall the
young men, which had left the syetem
eeseides itcheavInt7 all iniprites from
77 votes. Then a hurried
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HAPPY WELTS OBTALNIED.

Want It?

Ask your doctor all about Ayer's nonalcoholic Sarsaparilla. Then you will
know whether you want it or not.

nupp).

Ayer'sSarsaparilla
NON-ALCOHOLIC

tet

a nerve tonic?
Want a blood purifier? Want a strong alterative?
Want a family medicine?
Want it without alcohol?
Want Ayer's Sarsaparilla?

Ask
Ask
Ask
Ask
Ask
Ask
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your
your
your
your
your

doctor
doctor
doctor
doctor
doctor
doctor

Free from Alcohol

-'"

"BEST"

Incandescent
Vapor Gas Light

100,Candle Power 15
Hours for Two Cents.
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TAFT DELEGATES

Soldt
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TO HESS YOUlt lAllt
!FINE LATEST MOPE

MRS. A. C. CLARK

Laxative Brom*

Qum»6

0. 2s.

PAGE'S RUJAURA T

123 South Second.
Polite Service
Everything First-Class
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AUDITORIUM RINK

PISO'S CURE
Relieve

At

The Kentucky
FRIDAY

13

Pvises $1.50 to 25

SATURDAY

SIDNEY A. ELLIS
Presents

Leap Year Party Thursday Night, March 12
St. Patrick's Day Carnival Tuesday, March 17

''COUGHS.. COLDS

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.

NOTICE
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Now Ready for Business
NEVV

All.
"METZ" WILSON'

PATTON STEAM LAUNDRY

At Seventh and Adams--ii.a..

9'111E new Patton Steam Laundry, with .,a
of the newest and
most modern machinery, is now ready to receive your work. No detail which will add
to the quality and appearance of our work is
missing; we guarantee you -

The New Metz in the Alps
Old Sley's initin 0 IOW

•

Easter Suit
are

MARY EMERSON

Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
Fratoroity Buildisg - Room 205

HENRY MILLER4/1

II. M. DALTON

ON PAROLE

immimmie

Better Work for Less Money

Contko
Shirt
Just Give Us

CcAtortio 2 Cents
We Ask

EARL PATTON
.Mttnager

a •
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FRIENDSHIP OF
JAPAN WANTED
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Pictorial Review Patterns
fir April, now ready at
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Minister
Daum
Makes tipeeeh In
Foreign

Russian

.7
Existing Between lapin and VAaropean
countric.. Isrint.11 Out as Guarantee for Peace.
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The
Mystery
By Stewart Edward White and Samuel Hopkins Adams
ILLUSTRATED BY PARKER

In this fascinating sea tale of not one mystery but many
the enchanted rea4er lose.bimself, a willing slave to the
spell the gifted authors weave about him. As the Independent, that staunch religious publication of sound judgment, puts it, "the book stands the final test: it convinces
the reader for the moment.- It holds him, too. Forgetful
of his surroundings, he will never be satisfied until the
mystery is solved.
For deltdhtful entertainment or a tired
brain read "The Mystery" in this paper
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NEW

TREATIES

St. Petcrsberg. March 12.—During
if debate in the Mesta on the bill raising the Russian legation at Tokio to
an embassy. which eventually was
passed. Foreign Ministerlswisky delivered a lengthy speech in which he
said
that however distressing the
sacrifices made by the Portsmouth
treaty. it must be acknowledged that
Russia lost -nothing of her h)storical
inheritance, but only what either pre
vioubly be:tinged to Japan, or geographically 'and economically gravitated towards Japan.
Accordingly, he declared, there was
nothing to prevent Russia from
stretching out her hand to , her late
opponents
'
His personal acquaintance with
leading Japanese ritatesrnen, he eon,
Untied. convinced him of a reciprocal
desire on the part of Japan to arrive
at a good understanding with Russia.
He pointed out the network of international treaties, including those
between France and Japan and Great
Britain and Russia as assisting, with
Russia's alliance with France. a guarantee for preservation of peace in the
far east.
Germany and the l'nited States.
with both of whom Russia maintained
sincerely friendly relations, he continued, were striving for the same
goal, namely -firm equilibrium and
peace in the Pacific coast.

FIRE DRILLS
INAUGUlt %TED sYsTEsItTICAL_IN
AT HIGH SCH(K)I..

instructions for the fire chills were
Issued today by Prof. W. H. Sugg.
prIncipal ot the High school, and this
afternoon the regular ere drill was
he:d. Lines have been marked on the
floor for the pupils to follow, and tie
confusion is expected. In ease the
fire should be such that the students
would be prevented from reaching the
fire escape at the east end of the
building they would reach the ground
In safety by passing down the steps at
the other end of the building. The
drill Is so arranged that there would
not be any crowding at the doom
On the first floor of the building.
rooms 7 and 8 pass out west door:
rooms 4 and 6 out south entrance; I

and 2 out east entrance: 3 and 5 out
north entrance. On the second floor

rooms 8. 10, 11. 12 and 13 pass dowt.
east stairway, and rooms 14, 15. 16
and 17 pass dow nthe west stairway.
In the IfIgh school the students in
tile reelltatiog.roopla will go down the
wait stairway, and the atudeuts in the
auditorium and Miss Noble's room
threshing and other machinery.
will use the sooth-etatrway. The fire
Electricity na Roane Fermis.
Stixteeli flied doc-trie motors are in- 'alarm will he three rapid taps of the
clerpent German newspapi rs constalled for chaff and root cutting, oat gong, followed by a pause, and three
tain an interesting account of the •p
crushing, pumping, and for operating more rapid taps. The teachers near
plicatioa of electricit, _to a itceup of ,machinery need in the manufacture
the exits will head the lines, and the
farms in Saxony. The electric cur- of potato spirit. In addition to this (etchers on the upper floors will folrent Is bronght from an adjacent poWer equipment six portable motors low the lines.
town by overhead wires carried on are provided, which may be used for
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process of negotiation between United States And Japan, and only a
few. people knew bow near we came to
an open rupture with that nation.
Extraordinary precaution will have
to be taken in future treaties to insure that their provisions do sot contraieue lo.-al institutions and °Pinions. but even with this precaution.
:t is inevitable that some local prtindives sill hate to be sacrificed for
the benefit of the whole nation. The
United States cannot afford to go
ahead and make treaties and then allow some local irritation to precipitate
an issue between it and the 0th.-; nations, that might require' a war Or. settle. Had the San Franv.sto trouble
occurred 20 years front now at4.71 the
Japanese had recuperated from their
recent war, it is certain that the United States would have had to back
down sharply or gone to war. The
common sense of the American psiple
Will not stand for stitch an absur I exercise of local power that it virt tally

transcends the national power.

local

may be a group of
units
we are dealing with internal •,
but we are a nation when
foreign states.

La ales5 Tucked
Shirt Waist
having sleeves and turnover collar. This pattern in sizes 32 to 42 in.
bust measure.
The spring styles are
now shown in Pictorial
Review Patterns a n d
every woman planning
a new garment should
consult the Pictorial Review Fashion Books on
o u r counters before
starting dressmaking.
Expert salespeople are
here to help you solve
this problem.
The April Fashion
Sheet is free to all who
call for it.
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SUPREME LAW OF
(Oentieeed teen Ilest pegs.)
little cared probably, that they were
attaCkIng the constitution when they
rioted against the Japanese. The
tdea of every community doing what
It pleases regardless of how their action may effect the outside world is so
strong; that situations similar to the
one in San Francisco may arise at any
tittle in the United States. Local self.
govertiffieet is the essential principle
of Republican institutions, but even
It should. not supercede common
sense. If a treaty made by this great
nation as a whole, can be negatived
by one small fraction . of its people
and territory, it is plain that DO nation will treat our proposals for treaties seriously. That is exactly what
San Francisco did. They ciecided that
they wanted to arrange their school
system in such and such a way and
when the authorities, who knew something of the broad questions involved.
did not hump themselves to make
those changes, riots followed. SOIlle
other Wags followed that are still in
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San Francisco violate
and also violated tht

which is the suRceme

Nobody argues *at grow .
at -se
should attend school With young A. ter
lean children, but it is• D0t01 is tact
that the San Francisco riots were essentially anti-Mongolian.
A iocal
prejudice simply adopted means to
make itself felt, that far-sighted
statesmen believe will yet be paid for
in numberless lives and incalculeble
wealth. Japan backed down, true
enough. • But this backing down tuty
be similar to the backing down before the Russian advance—until Japan was ready to strike; then Re'ssia
found, as the world knows, that her
temporary gain was purchased' with
a lasting set-back. Japan will not i-erget the San Francisco , riots. She
knows and we know that our treaty
was violated.
We have been so absorbed in our
internal development and our own affairs have been tea engrossing, that we

V.."0,311)on
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Bond from your printer and cheek up remits.
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other more decent, more humanitar- and occurrences like the San Franc s,
Sin nteans to make their wishes felt, lIncident exhibit uncontrolled paseoua,
inuEt.be found. The spectacle of the !hist( ad of the restraint of real libert.T,
the only govern- We may have to fight a few wars benational
ment foreign powers` knoit. bowing 'fore we learn that our national word
down to a Wei prejudice, ought not 'must be kept at all costs, but learn
, it we wilt, until any contract we
to be seen again.
Individual independence and local will be kept. like the just man,
self-government are not involved at frigh we have sworn to our
all In the view that treaties are the urt.
supreme; law of the land. The optsiel
WILLIAM R. SCOTT,
sition to a' supreme treaty-making:
that
;
power ce-iginates from a motive
Marriage scion cures a man of
It- the antithesis of self-government.
Self-government means self-control. iflattery habit.

kovernnient,

do not realize that we are now carrying On a great commerce with other
nations. Nations any more than individuals, cannot live nntOthemaehles.
Our growing commerce -with foreign
nations must be aided by trade treaties that will make concessions in -order to get -concessions. This does not
mean that we Wilt have to throw open
our doors to coolie immigration. It
th.h
ao
tm
tho
thse tcres
:7h‘
th
d
d
noes
ationmean
itize
tyns
is of
ar ;
who maay be in the United States,
shall have the same rights, privileges
and Immunities of American citizen*,
if the treaty specifies it. It does mean
that a treaty once made. Is as supreme
in this country as the constitution itself, and that no state can make a
law that nullities It. And common
people
sense will dictate that the
should not in riots do what their legislatures cannot lawfully do. Some
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hardly enough material for one'
Well, the minute the ship left the
dock I felt better. I threw out my
chest-and • lot of other things I
didn't need-and prepared to enjoy

GOOD BASEBALL

George Made Good.
flow George M. Good Developed Into George Made Good.

Ni % AtiElt
PRONIINF:11
(A Cantering Rhyme In Nine Cantos-Look For the Next.)
By 0'4 time we got to Sandy Hook
LAND THIN St- NIMER.
the ship was having St. Vitus dance,
and most of the passengers decided
The Fanny nip Ons Sees
to go below to unpack. I started to
find my stateroom, and I think I but- Some Clark Minor League Players
ted into every one there was. I was
Messed for Paducah
finally hurled into one just as the ocludepeudents,
eneant. a lady, was climbing into the
Sailing Round tie World
upper berth. She said. "Sir!" Then
the ship went the other way, and I
was never so completely sat on by a
Manager Jebn Holland, of the Palady in my life'
ducah 'Me-pendent baseball team.
111
At last I found my owe. stateroom,
has already secured contracts with
which was a locker with a couple of
MARSHALL P. WILDER
crack players and by the time
several
shelves In it.
the season opens, April 26. expects
The ship now seemed to stand on
together that will be
her noes tied wag her tail in the air; to have a team
organi(Copyright. by Joseph B. Bowles.)
shot (d elsee the equal of any minor league
deliberated whether
the port bole and -go to my berth, or zation in the south. The players a:To one accustomed only to AUantio close
my berth and go to the port ready secured are 'Earl Davis and
travel the element of novelty begins
bole. On the fourth day I began to Clyde Downs. of Murray, members of
at once on a Pacific steamer. Instead take
notice of things, and crawled out the fast team of South Ketitucky colof smug English stewards, neat CM- on deck
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linen
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namen in
buck and wing. I was shot from one silkily_ Lally and Arnold, of Paducah.
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white
immaculate
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end of the ship to the other, finishing Burke, a crack first baseman of. Merit
WORST KIND OF FALSEHOOD.
stockings, and the broadest of smiles,
Not because we think the warped fly nimbly about carrying baggage or with a head-on collision with a tat phis: Bates. a pitcher, of Terre
brain that makes the explauation nec- waiting on passengers with most man's stomach. He was mad because Haute: Davis and Schroeder. of CenTHURSDAY, NIARCII 12.
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How little for such big articles, so
useful, so exceedingly cheap, the
people say, and great numbers avail
themselve of these very attractive
bargains. Notice the goodies below:
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RHEUMATism

I
RELIGIOUS WAVE
SWEEPS WORLD White Indian

BODY RACKED WITH PAIN
Rheumatism.

,

/1
Ifo other disease causes such wide-spread surer;ng as
a nerve racking torture, and so thoroughly dues it dominate the system, American Commercialism Vol
when it becomes entrenched in the blood, that its victims are -usually comlom 8 Missionaries.
plete slaves to pain. Rheumatism is due to an excess of uric acid in the
blood brought on by stomach troubles, weak kidneys, indigestion, and a
sluggish condition of the system. The natural refuse of the body, instead
ot passing off through the ordinary channels of waste, is left to sour and
ferment in the systent.beczuse of these irregularities, forming uric acid Stories of the erows Told by Represen.
which is absorbed into the blood.cud Rheumatign gets a foothehL As the tatires. at Misesionars Conference at
Pittsburg Mils Many to Tears.
blood eircelates through the body --it deposits the acria, irritating substances with which it is saturated, into the different muscles, nerves, tissues
and bones. Sharp, biting pains commence, the flesh becomes feverish,
swollen and tender, the muscles and joints throb and jerk, and the body
le literally rack.ed with pain. Plasters, blisters, liniments, etc., can never Tilin-SAADN ARE $N AUDIENCE
cure the disease; they relieve the pain, perhaps, temporarily, but do not reach the
trouble, which is in the blood. 8. S. S. is the
Pitt.burg. March 12.---That Ameriproper treatment for Rheumatism. It goes
• downand attacks the disease at its head, and can commerciailstn follows closely the
by driving out the poison and acrid fluids work and achievements of missionwhich are causing the pain, and strengthen- aries in christianizing heathen naing-and enriching the blood, cures Rheuma- tions. was forcibly - presented hi,
tism permanently. S. S. S. is the greatest of all blood purifiecs, just what epeakers during yesterdas's session of
is needed in every cane of Rheumatism. Book on Rheumatism and any the Intergaticmal convention of the
medical advice free.
THE-SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. Yo1ng People's Missionary Movement.
Many leaders in the movement" who
cles. Its sting is often virulent, and occupied seats on the stage in front
The Presideutinfilee.
•
human beings of the of the audience of over 3.000 people
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tile. or common variety of proeden _ I Male
female. as in the famous the cross In foreign lands.
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that it finds Vine to gather no hotisy. ins ist a mild stimulant. or as one who and China in particular:- has experiIts artivits %melts with great regular- this been smoking opium. Such cases enced, a bloodless revolution of reity through successive four-year cy- I need cause no concerts, for, while per- form; as one speaker expressed it,
isistent, they may readily he treated during the last few years. A wave
i by In. reasing the hours of latter and of religious reform, it was asserted.
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Talk By Morrhe
with execs-sive garrulity, is unable to
torwpared with Europe, Asia.
tierces an opinion twise alike in the Africa and even North America,
same place; or, for that matter, in South America is a vast unoccupied
different places.
land. If we except Austrella. it Is
The only known remedy for this the one continent of this earth so
Is solitary corlinemsitt. notwithstand- sparsely settled that it may be called
ing the fast that some authorities unoccupied—Brazil. for instance, the
claim the climate of the Salt INver d.s east republic embracing nearly one
tea to be beneficial. Cases are on half the continent, with an area equal
record where several tripe- to Salt to that of our own rested States. has
.River showed not the slightest-AlainATLANTIC CITY
• ution of the:malady.
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I A Really Sensible Woman I
•

Won't teli a man to clean her carpets, became tbere is
nothing that so arouses auy man as no ask him to clean
:S NOT CLEAN. Of
a estpet and lheo fell him 114
can clean a cort-pet
man
No
clean.
be
.won't
course it
CLEAN; it's machine's work.

I New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 121.

114-116 Broadway.

Thom are the foundations upon
which we are building success.
Our horses are groomed to the_
pink of condition always and °Ur
equipment the best, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.
Next time you want to take
drive, just call

HAWLEY AND SON
lifter Moe
100

411-421
Wiens St.

A white Indian is a sick Indian. When the Indians
first saw a e Mc man they
were sure he was sick.
White slun—sick man was
their argument "Rale -iece'
Is the name they gave us.
Pak faces can be cured.
When blood is properly led

the face glows with health.

Scott's Emulsion

vice-presideut. But no reopens.- ban
elicited from the large audience which
ha• gathered to hear the speaker, tot
the vast majority of those in the as
sembly were Taft followers and tad
1 on their-tiepins the picture of the war
isecretary, and while enthusinstie for
the man of their cho,ce. the) gave the
'speaker their kindest attention, which
Is a Whitley county audience's chan
acteristic. The speaker pealed forth
his ardent and well prepared speech
in behalf of Mr. Fairbanks, and giving ass chief and only reason for the
'people voting for the. vee-president
lwas because his state had Aiwa a
'welcome protection to Finley and
Tasier.

Taft in 'the Lead.
Carlisle. Kt . Markt. 12.--Republlcans of Carlisle and Nicholas counties
are elated over the fact that the Ninth
district convention to select delegates
Ito the Republican national convention
An Druggists, 5O. sad $100.
will he held here. Notwithstanding
the fact that there is sonte support
for both Hughes and Fairbanks in this
only some seventeen million inhabi- -county, yet there Is no doubt but that
tants--s m.pulation which constitutes Judge Taft is largely in the lead and
only a meager fringe along the coast It is believed that the secretary of
line of the country.
war will be the choice of the Ninth
Enormous districts — unexplored district convention and ihat it
tracts of rich mineral lands, of un- indonw his candidacy. Among the
touched forests, of wide prairies-- Repitbfleans of Nitholas county it is
still await the dwelling and the de- believed that the big secretary will
veloping hand oL nom. So full is it receive the nontintation at the Chicago
of all sourees of stealth, so abundant contention ou the first or second balin all that sepports human life, that it lot and these Sr.' many here who
Is calculated that Brazil alone can think Cents-nor Hughes will Its the
with esee and comfort accommodate nominee for the %ice-presidency.
— our thou-stsii millions of people.
Thus the di.tante hetween seventeen
ghetto-a Two Fires,
million and one thousand milieu may
Sharpshitrg. tiy.. March IS "feat
well give some idea of the vast tin Sir: Thi, is to notify you unless you
occupied spates the immense regions pestle us to raise a ertrir of totraoro
rich in the products proper for the in 1 9‘is You shall not raise an
support et- man. ling unappreprided
"TENANTe.In this ettigtot southern contin'Ont.
"Dear S r: This Is to notify you
There :tie two eonsideratlons of no that if there is ant 1 OtnIfCO beds or
small importance arising very nat- tobacco destroyed in Montgomery ot
urally out of this state of things:
Rath counties in 191es. look out for
TENANTS."
First. :itch a- tremendous melon, so your own property.
The above ate the cotitehts vet ✓ ichly protiled with all that it needed to stotiiin vast pnpUlatillOnS, I:1 log ballot of two noies a hi Iieere rethus posit icailt vacant, mast act ceived by- foot. promin,, nt 'rimers
upon the iseigested portions of the here. These notes were it pewritteti
earth as a V:It num or a partial VACUUM, on ruled paptr of lettethead stte
acts upon the surrounding atmosphere ThOy, were enclosed lit white ens..
It must, bt and ht. draw immense lopes and bear the postmais of Mt
Sterling postornee. Eariosed sift
contingents from the east sett wess
Then, in the second -place, this each of the notes was a smaller manila
practical't itnot...upted_state. the Un- envelope, centasting two mail he del
quantity of white pos. •
developed tonintIon of thltie•.. makes a smail
the -present religious proleem easier. doubt:c,a to represent ststchattie
The church's mission can he aceona- arsenic.
So far 3. we tan learn, only four
pliehed row more caret-telt and mos.
effeettvell . than later neder the reeat farmers around here received this's
not, s. six: lien T. Wrizto. Omai M
and's-eight -of immense populations
Moreover, the call for snen.artion Rat:1ff. Wallex Sharp arid WLliam J.
Is both urg,
nt and neceesuiry, for it is Ratliff
freely neknowlidged that the present
Twenty -flee'or ihirt t of these note.
ecilgioas influence is titterst inade- a. re malied at the Mt Sterling Postoffiee. it Is sa d. nearty all of them
(Nate.
Among the inst.
, poptrlati
there is a tirtual shiptyreel. of faith being addressed to Equity farmers In
Men in h.gh positions are agnosttee Montgomery .-ounty. These • notes•
or positivists, or worse. Even the re sere typewritten and well expressed
ligious portion of the in pitietion is un- and puncthated. and plainly not the
product - of utteduhlited or illiteratt
instructed.
Again, It shouid he opted, that In p.•ssoms. That the were not prepared
contrast with the other grand divis- or Inspired by real tenants Is declared
ions at she tart. South America mat to he too plain for cillscussioas
he spoken of as relleiously the tieg
A•ka Ilkunages tor Vaccination.
lected etantlnent.
Lexington. Ky . March 12 •-M
!met Elam 11:ed suit in the elects'
GAIIIELING IN THE JUNGLE. ..ourt against the city of leetIngton
and the city health board alleging that
by reason of compulsory vaccination
she became ill and had
stop work
in a tobario factory. t•vent‘-eigt.x
dabs. She aka Como damages.

RESTAURANT
NEW
Rear et Soloists at 119 8. Second Street.

In
saus C Smith has equipped 1114 new resteurant and serves everything
up to date Mesh 250 Hot and on lunch Nerved at all hours.
Cordially invitee all his f nett& to call.
Will C. Stanford, 111;:seiger.

_.
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DR. M. STEINFELD
OPTICIAN

s eg

EYES EXAMINED I FREE
Telephone for Appointment.
Both Phones 1116-r.

CO.
y,
STElyypoEpcAL

Is a nch blood (God. k
gives new power to the
bone marrow from winch
the red blood springs. I t

Kwill is today the best known remedy
for all 11 sordt re of the loonssch. rut h
as d•siesetia. tit-art burn, sour eteetach
and -Ipelehing of gas. Sold here lo all
ft uggiste.

s•-•

1111111111111B

I re
bunt-au lusuds or the wealth of (Olin, •
"Pretound EllOttl it thttl
the 'IMAM), the fullness that press
Hold out your hand to feel the
saline
Helen
into Ins
Keller's
luxury of the sunbeams. Press the "Sense and Sensibility" in the l"i'hrttport. blossoms against your cheek, and ry Century.
••
finger their graces of form, their delkale ittutaisliitt of ehape, their pilauBreaking It Gently.
Expose ere fleecy and freshness
"Pardon me, sir."
an the portly
isi the aerlacnovds that as-eel) the
cat-ens, "Inhale great draughts of person in the-rallroir train tO the
spates" &sunder. wonder at the wind's man sho sat nest to him. "but what
unwearied attivits. pule note on note would you as) If I sat on your hell"
-811Pronse you sit on It and the!.
the Infinite netsic that flows Inertias?ugly to your soul Irons the tactual ask me," suggested the other.
Old." admitted the portly personorities of a thousand branthes and
tumbling waters. How can the world son. ralinlY.----Harper's Weekly.
be eheiveled when this most protest:id
"Young man don't you know that
emotional sense, touch, Is Saithful to
its service! f ant sure that If a fairy it's h••tter to be alone than In bad
bade me choose betWeen the senve of coluPanY
sight and touch. I would not part! "Ifts, sir. Good-bye sir
With the warm, endearing contact of delphia Inquirer,

sate

BISTAIRLIS1110) 11174.

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
KENTUOKY.
l'N ITER STATEN
Illintiono no
Ospital. Sasepine and Undivided Profits
tantimeo IN)
Aharelsoldere Itesposseibilky
isoomoo IN)
Total Reeposeibility to Depteattors
N. B. HUGHEY, Prealideet. JUN. J. FRIVISMAN, Vice President.
J. C. crrEsinAcx, cushier. c. K ItleitAltneniN, A-sst. (Welder.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DELIMIT&
DIittit Toitts.
A. It. t•it4P WHIM., R. B. 111-61111104, N. A. rtswi.ER. J. I.. PRIED.
MAN. J. C. t-rryius.Wic. DR J. O. ItRen0104, BRAOK ot% h

City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.

fe

Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.

I

•

elP

ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Ilumher

Steam Heating Expert
&spear Work Solicited.
13.2 S I/Imre

Both Phone* 201

M.

325 Kentucky Avenue.
•

Lees of non would Mc enable to
IN)rr..o
If the) had

...FOR...

Yery /my people appreciate ihe

the small want
ads in the newspapers

great value of

Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done

THE SUN

PHONES 358

sitich".1 you have.

Kodol is a *dentina preparation of
vegetable adds -with nattiest digestants and sontaine the same juices
found in a healthy Pintos( h• Karh
will digest niore than
grains of good food. Sold b) a,
Druggists.

Very few of the people, when reading the *it ads. which
probably SS per cent of the readers do, ever realize lust what
splendid opportunties a three or four line notice will do.
A few days ago a reader of The Sun, who had just Installed himself in a flat, purchased new furnirure for the entire
establishment, had to leave the city, due to a change In his
business. "What shall i do with this outfit," he thought.
Then 'he remembered the Sun want ads. put four lines In for a
few lays and so.d a:I the furniture, at splendid prices, In a few
days.
This Is but one of the many incidents of a similar nature.
You may not have an ou•fit of furniture to set,, but, you
may have something around the house some one may want—
an old carpet, or range, some mucirel instrument, Or bit of
furniture. A want ad. Is a fascinating thing, for nearly every,
one reads them.
Try a want ad for yourself, and tost its merits. The colt
is one cent a word for one insert:en or three cents a word fora'
week, cash with order.

"Heads or 1.1
Tiger

•

Rubber Stamps and Supplies, Numbering Machines, Band Daters, etc.
os

INSURANCE! ACIENTS
•

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Office Phones gr.,3;:,

AY
115.5 kIrt

4.

Steam Holler,
Bonds,
Plate Glen,
Cargo,
II UI
Ric vator.

Residence Phones
•

I

*
Old rad
N•w fail

Carnphiell Building, Paducah. Ky.

Plow 351

tellialM11111111MINins

S OF KENTUCKY
•

Steam Tug soddenly sinks.
Hickman, Ky., March 12.—The
part E. I. Bolo, a steam tug owned
by A. A. rads, of this city, sank a
few nights ago. The evening before
she had been in use-end was nes into
tort just above tows. The next
morning, when the firemen 'went
down to fire en. only her stacks and
pilot house Mould be seen. They
could amass' no reason for her sinkitke• A wrecking crew was gotten-at
once, her sides were hosed up ind
canvassed up. and the Halliday fien.n
Digger, of Cairo. pumped her out and
She is now afloat.

l

For Taft.
Williamsburg. Ky . March 12
CI rs ii it t ()tint began hero Monday with
a large etowd In town as is the citation on such occasions. Grasping the
occarton as a favorable one, the Fairbanks followers tiled to wee a harm
far the't candidate by having Capt.
11111 Sweeney speak 4 behalf of the

Seeds! Seeds!
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Come to the- new
Seed Store for best
Northern

4irown

Seeds 'that grow.'

Also poultry supplies.

Total security to depositors
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as bow depositors and accord to all the same courteous
treatment.

ILL Yopp Seed Co.
1!4k.% Soul
ha Plissa4/7
Finis 741

INTER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
0S'W1 RATVIRDAT MORTIS PROM 7 TO 1.0N114001G,

43'

•

NEW LAW

Tilt pATYCCATT EVFNTNr.

EDGAR W WartEMHE PRAISE OF TAFT
RHEUMATISMI ASTA
REAL ESTATE
FROM PRESIDENT
CURE
AGENCY

Roma:\ WHO

1st APPRECIATED,

Large Assorts. Stodt at Patterns, Sellable for

She of lismiag, tewerful Temperament
Always Popular.

Sr and Gr;st Mills

A Woman who is appreciated IS 01111orally not BO much with money as
Aches and Pains in side, Back OP with large-heartednesti and thoughtpallarld by Congress forbidding relit,ial
oinfrators woridurf more!itan litne hoot. a
litrlica, Swollen Joints All
fulness and sympathy. The world
day. has created demand for about 30,00‘
HEN PUEIS.
Disappear,
zoom telegraph operators than CUD now la
''The lilvgest Going Cowers in
loLes tat one who can find a redeemNew Phen• 1023
coin p.tnles ha % .. cut rail.
of
greatest
the
in
even
quality.
ing
Botanic
Blood
Rahn,
ThouBy Taking
ruud wires Into Telegphy illepartanernta ul
the Country.tannery. one who forbears to strike a
sands, of Rheumatics Cured By
214 Washington
t.
Paduce:h. Ky.
defenseless soul. The sunny, hopeIts Use.
ful woman is ever In request. Every
l'ractical Business Colleges.
LARGE SAMPLE FREE TO ALL. door flies open to her who has a
Walter Wellman Reports Estimate of
For hooLiet, r•Bily Leala leirloaphyr
sow ical. lumbago,
Pre*. at
1 alitery, pleasant word and a bright
- H... yim say.
or adds ea.Jo... I. I .rat
4)tikeui in. Clive. by Issue fate in
the symptoms' os smile
She is the woman who is al
Service.,
PADUCAH--314 Itroadway,
Hone
".""alliamt
pains, sciatica or ways conslderate of the right, of oth(lacorporated.)
*booting 11•1•116111 up ers. and 'artier attempts to will pubic
and dqwn (Ile leg; the toilet-nation or to make herself
Contractors for Painting and Paper Hanging
ftt'sINEss men say likAlnilloN's Is THE
Sr lb illsbar It
or
by
11.011rerpIng
,/111110'
111
.
.
I
E.
it
Silt.
II
1,1,•r blades, the eenterof attraction. She realizes Prices Reasonable
REQUIREMENT
EVERY
All Work Guaranteed
FILLS
I,k xtGlIroN's rimy righted methods equals
swollen
muncles,
buy love. That
II ebsewirrie. yas, of the U. 1. couirr es•
kloth Phones t)61
difficulty In moving that money will not
Foliage write the sherilland lrrauglbon
FIRE
every
enjoy
may
%TOMO
urouioll so you lutv* though a
tear Ma. Write for ,rlerat onlessons In short•
Ii, use erutehei; comfort and luxury obtainable, her
etc., gy
hand, itookkeepIng.
blood thin or akin
LIST.
PRICE
ESTATE
REAL
is,
Washington, March 12.---"Taft
gum,or AT COLLAGE. 30(toilettes 11117 statespale: skin licher; home may be absolutely cheerless beouritees secured or Mr ja eV liaa'a. Enter
Call. Seal or Tdeedoss for is:
and burns; shifting cause of love's 'absence. She knows
the
`111
the
concern
biggest
going
11111$ Uutv. no vacant's'. Lautiuguts
pa iis; bail breath:
colintry•-- Theodore Roosevelt.
gout. Botanic Blood balm III. II. H. that there is no woman Ilv;ng Who
because deep down in her heart, does not ap:Now that there is so much discus- will remove every
IL B. sends a rhii tiegling hood of proelate being eared for, admired and
FRATERNITY BLDG. rein of the personality and fitness of If.
PT. LOUIS A TENNESSEE RIVE) Phones 11135.
Both Phones 192.
alreet to the
warm. rich, pure
gtv- loved by those she comes In contact
the various dspirants for the 'weal- paralyzed nerves, brow., and
PADUCAH, KY.
.
irdrii
h
t
sir. 1,61.1.1 rusL OrtarsT6
unit
PACKET COMPANY.
lisp
Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
Miley', end espee.ally so much talk of Is needed. and In this way making a'
the individuality and ability of Secre- perfect, lasting cure of Rheumatism in
cut 'times, per dozen ......—
chuice
51 s,
(Ineorporatell.)
its forms. It. 11. It. invigorates the
..
Carnatiotte per dozen
John Rlha. of Vining, la., says
.............
tary Taft, it is interesting to know all
--blood, making it pure and rich and at Mr.
Kidney
Cyclamens and Primroses In bloom, pot plants.
the opluion of Taft lit-Id by one of same time destroys the active poison "I have been selling DeWitra
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
in the blood which c11,1.-4 Rheumatism, and Bladder Pills for about a yeat
Timersl work and decorations a specialty. We have the lamest nee
the mot who {mow hail best, who frequently
14TKILMER CLYDE
cause Rheumatism. Ii. M. N.
of Pot, Plants in the city. Write for our 190a . italogue. leree dehas worked for years side by side with It. It. B. has made Gins:olds of cures of and they give better satisfaction than
livery in any part of the city.
'I and Caemiters in fond that I smeld ass be trIur and whose judgment may. he ac- rheumatism after all other medicines. any pill I ever sold. I
have used
Leaves Paducah for Tesseasee Rive .ismat
doctors
have
to
failed
and
liniments
greet
oak
Mal
troubled-a
was
them I
Every Wednesday at 4p. rm.
111•11nMelliesaKe
.re14 Over arm,. Iheadoenro. Moo !Mere tablas cepted by everything as :nature, well- help or cure. Weak. timelier Kidneyo there myself with fine results. Sold by
It. B. It. all Druggists.
s•earells CAW,earbanie I for! very Imre]. beer*?
frequently cause RI.
.,,el I rerialely reremorroul Otem1., yjrieorlir grounded and valuable.
help or cure, .Wisatk. lemerive Kidneys
•(h. be.r ree.fleinn I have ever O.,.
A. W. WRIGHT
Not many days ago a group of the draining off all disiesse matter und all
.aaa &mann. Woburn ILLO Mo. E. fall AIM,SSW
uric mid. so the uriiie flows freely and
Handy Valet.
trail4)s
president's Mends were gathered at nut
orally.
Owe
"A good valet must understand
ROBINfICIN
BOURNE
the white house. Discussion arose of
11101WNIC BLOOD !WM. (R. s,
posed massage, haircutting and shaving.
is plea:error and safe to.iiikr; c
4
the abilities and fitness for presiden- of
pore Botanic lug di, tits. SAMPLE
• JEWELL& • 1
cooking,
This company hi not reirpoasflor
tial honors of all the men now promi sENT FREE by DRUIR:IS'I'S or pent by mending, darning, plain
speaker
The
LARGIK
PER
ironing."
and
washing
SI
At
express.
for Invoice charges unless eollester
connecthat
In
neat before the public
with directions for lime,. cure. '•
Repairing A Specialty
millionaire, smiled thoughtby the clerk of the boat.
tion. Various opinions were expresser
Sold In Paducah. Ky., by R. W. a young
Walker & Co., W. J. Gilbert, Lang fully. "It is not extravagant." he
by (be visitors and finally Presideut Bros.,
Alvey & 1.1.t.
522 Broadway
Paducah,
said, "for a bachelor to employ a valBetels! excursion rates from Padt
Roosevelt took a hand. He praised
valet takes 90 many placer
The
et.
cab to Waterloo Fare for the roam
on
aspirants
the
of
presidential
most
by a man who does hot know how to —the barber's place, the laundress'
trip II 00. Leaven Paducah ever
the Republican side—Knox, Cannon,
with men, to work Place, the shoeblaok's place, the cook's
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Prmantai. Plile.able Poseur Tulle Geod,TM KM& Fairbanks, IA Follette—and 'eves get along well
fever Orcluni. 00000 or Geste., IS,, rir. Or. Mover
them, to get out of place, the masseur's place, the tailor's
with
comfolitably
mIcIN 4eI5. TI,e 5..n5ina I.bl.I .1•Nolled CCU,. spoke pleasantly and fairly of For41114/41rsto.poi 14) Curill or p.ur
them the best there is in them. For plact My valet darns mfitocks well
illtert, rig Itmedy Co., C ,c•go or N.Y. Eoz aker. When he came to Taft his exhis own succees the president modest- Every ntornaig he gives me a velvet
MIK SALE,TEl MILLION BOXES pression, both rhetorical and facial, ly gives much of the credd to his as- shave and once a week he cuts my
was characteristically Roost-v.-Man.
sodates and subordinates, and he hair trimly. You should taste his
"Considered from the standpoint of- points out that the white house is no souffles and his salads. When I ant
UNIIROPOIAle ILL
purely intellectual equipment," said place for a man who is not fond of
traveling and there is no time to send
A Salley. Peep
the president. "Elliot Root is nnBackache,
consultation, of confer.-nu-es, of talk- my linen to t laundry he will do up a
the greatest mah we have
Pewee* mad beet be4e4 ha the My
ing things over, and who likes te shirt and half a dozen collars--we
Pain in the
in public life today. Rut for all-- bury himself at, his desk, studying
Two largo amyl
Sates WOO.
823, Hartisod Strut
carry an iron with us—in an
Hips and Groins round etrength, for ability to cleat everething out alone and broad always
re ma. Bath roonae, Electric Lights
exquisite way. Furthermore,...he is
with men as well as with questions,
Ifbe may eestingly located Motel e
enough to run the whole machine and ambitious, and is. learning stenograIn most mese are direct result.
as a worker and result-getter, William ms.-t all the complex problems that phy in Order that he may typewritt
Le city.
New Bon 159
Old Pkode 595d
01 WEAK KIDNEYS and INTaft is the biggest going concern are constantly arising. Such a man, from my dictation all my correspond,
(OMMEKCELL PATSORAGII
FLAMMATION OF THE BLADjhe
in
country."
Cooking, mending, ironing.
DER. The strata on the Kidin the president's opinon, eepecally era*.
1.10111MID.
imeys and Inflame* membrane,
The president, went on to speak ot if he ignored the leaders of his party haircutting and massaging, the modlining the neck of the DIa4dat
Taft's happy temperament. of his re- and refused to recognize their right ern valet earnis his pas-. It Is impossiprod ue I ng Co* palm
to deal with men, of to be consulted, would be a rank fail- ble 'without him to dress exquisitely."
markable
.
ILTAIMIVILLIR F•DUO•p
it is love for consultatiou, of his, Pa- ure in the presidency. If he had any —Providence Journal.
CAI/10 LINZ.
th nre In thrashing out differences of particular person In fund he didn't
•
opinion. of his wholesome good hu- name him.
Oct DeWitt'. ('arboilzed Witch Hazel
(Ineorporatall.)
mor. of his extraordinary fitairity for
Salve—it is good for Piles- Sold ht
.getting at the heart and the Justice
all Druggists.
WILLIAMS''KIDNEY.PIMA
IIIVANta11,1.E-PADUCAll !AMAMI
af any complex protaem. of his fine
Have you neglected your KidneysArid
tegal and Judicial training, of his vast Have you Overworked your nervoua
"There's one good thing about this
Sunday.)
(Pally Fa orrot
xpori)it,nce In tooth national and in- system and caused trouble with your sanplified fowling." mused Mr. New -t. I batieihal affairs, of his well-nigh kidneys and bladder? Have you pains rich. "People cant( say I ain't eduTwo
"give relief, and
.e
Steamers Joe Fowler sad Jolts •
perfect*.ettripment 'for the difficult rei:c in loins, side, beak, groins and blad- cated any more."—St. Isolltha Times
one box wil cure any ordinary
Evans
for
leave Paducah
case of Kidney or • Bladder
of president
'es' the United Rtates. It der! Have you a flabby appearance
such\
Tate and way landings at 11 a m.
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
was
an appreciation.. coming of the face, especially under the eyes.
DeWitt's Little Earley Riserl. entail
Emissions, from Theodore Roosevelt. as won't.]
Diabetse, Seminal
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Too frequent a desire to pass urine? safe, sure little liver pills. Said by all
Weak and Lame Back, RheumaLeaves Pihducah for Cairo and Ira!
have made the earls of the modest if so, Williams' Kidney Pills will cure
tism and all Irregularities of the
Druggists.
loadings it 8 a. m. ribarp, daily, es
Mr. Taft --"the fine hig boy-man in you—at Druggists. Price 50c. WilKidneys and Bladder In both
rept Sunday. special oacorsloa rater
he
had
eilttle
not
lit'
burn
Public
men and women. Sold at 60
liams' alTg. Co., Celeveland, 0.
An aching tooth isn't one of the
now In effe:t from Padneatt to Cain
lents • box on the No Cure No
heard it.
that jump for joy.
things
and re•urn, with OT without mesh
Pay baais by McPherson's drug
During this same conversation Mr.
Women Who Did Men's Work.
tv.rd room. Good masts and ow.as
store, Fourth and ilroadway,
ROosevel spoke of his own expel...fence
In connection with the passage of
sarpaseed.
Sole agents for Padnrah, or seat
in the white house. He spoke With the women's qualification act In Engby. mail upon receipt of prim to
For further Information apply b
J. W. COLEMAN
great njodesty, with fine eLgnity, witihy land it is interesting to read in the anLark Medicine Co.. Louisville.
A. Foe ter.-deraral Pass. Agent,
the
uot
-slightest
aim
affectation.
as
of
lent
records
and
London
otheracie
Ky.
Druggist
a'
Agent,
Pass.
Given Fowler, City
pI as a man might talk of his term it of the aAlve part taken in public
Ele•enth and Calderon Sievers
Towler-Crurubaugit 41 Co's 011••
Of ken
as county clerk or the and usiness life by women of old
SUCCESSOR TO 6 0. RIPLEY
First and Broadway.
A old manuscript in the
e
cashier of a bank. lie said the men
Carefully faepsesewi.
Prescriptions
Matjudged.
who think the presidency an easy Guildhal abrary, itstedges-charred in
Geer:tie: "Mamma is the man that
he
contains many interestplate. to fill ought to have a chance tKnggriarat
makes the bread at the bakery railed
to try it. Theu they would find out ing entries, o which the following is
loaf. r''" Mar It Lippincott's.
how greatly they had been mistaken. a typical exantle: "Geoffres. Mount. 1 All the patent medicines and
MID CURE Ma LUNGS
"It is the hardest job on earth." said ford, eon of JohasMountford of Lap- toilet articles advertised in this
Keep the wolf of worry from errir
husbandman,
Mr. Roosevelt, But he added that he worth, County Wa
paper are on sale at)
.1..or. and the rest will take care ot
was himself not the least tired, not a apprenticed to Rache Medcalf, Art henieelves.
McPherson's Drug Store
tilt fatigued .and was, in fact, just as morer, Christmas. 24 ffiq. VIII." in
Fourth and Broadway.
for
a'h.,entry
record
Guildhall
another
sh as the day he began tis service,
o
oface
PlumbMr. Roosevelt retains his strength l;attests that "the
ans.. he refuses to worry. because er of London Bridge was grated to
Is Bus Seared as Amp fir
has annatered -tar job and because the widow Fuater," and the b000f
H8
al aster ere
L S
ore particularly he has learned how St. Martin-in-the-Fields show that (Or
AND ALL THROAT 'Witting mums.
avoid burdening himself with di'- many- years the glazier's work of that
I. For example, if anyone wants church was done by Elinor Devereux.
0UARA NTEED SAY ISFACITOS
Al"OR MONEY REIONDEre.
do business about public lands he and the brick work by !Ira. Baker.
so in 162,5 Elizabeth Stevens was Mid
'Indians.
aist
go
Garfield:
about
to
Which Is especially prepared to
for iron work done for the church and
s 1-eneit: aboot consuls. to 'Root or
meet the demands of the highest
the paving tiles,
won, and_ so on. When he first Judith Gould for
claw trade. Its bouquet, pure,.
entry tells that Elizaone to the white house Mr. noose- while another
Sparkling brilliancy and " zest
Bartlett was intrusted with castit tried to run the whole govern- beth
second bell, weighing over 700
the
ing
make it the peer of ary Ginger
. nst he took on himself details and
pounds. They were all paid at the
Ale, either domestic or Im•
srk and worry which he had no
same rate as men for the same work.
ported. It has no equal. As
.ed to take. Now he throws all
--London Carolitcle.
family beverage on the home
"se things off on his assiitants and
table, in the club-room or banaes -out for a drive or a wept. The
IIKAI/I'H AND VITALITY
quet hall, It satisfies all de.
asult as, today he is as fresh and
Molt's Neverine Pills.
'nand&
aaraiyed and. strong and active as
The great iron and tonic restoraSpecial price for family use.
se Crime Young athlete In the land.
tive' for men and women, produces
KZILLINOIS CR'NTRAL
In talking aboat- Tatt he laid stress
0.41100
strength and vitality, builds up the
on one matt- the presidency is too
CURNION numarue.
system and renews the norntal vigor.
La a job to be successfully handled
For sale by druggists or by mail. Si
per box, G boxes for $5.
M'f'g. Co., Cleveland, 0.
Telephone deliveries to any
part of the it, in 15 minutes.
A Good Habit.'
Roth phones No. ISO.
Baby Florence was much annoyed
The following reduced rotes
when her requests to go to see her
little cousin, who was Ill, were reare aunounced:
fused. On demanding the reason, the
utot GET %ft
"catching" qualities of her cousin's
New
//111.,
1.0%
‘1111,11
Piiiitatah 1%.9:0
malady were explaineeat length, but
19011.
WOVE) TO TNINI LID
to no avail, for she drew herself up
For the above occasion the
to her ininitestmal height, and slow-Ti
Illinois Central Railroad comly and scornfully lisped, "I theldom
Omsk
10•1111••
•
amok Wok tart
pany will sell round trip tickthe me-millet."
When you want quali- take
ets on February 26. 27, 211,
sal meaty week a ageskitop.
take the meathies.",—Mareh Lippin29 and on March 1 sad 2.
ty, either in cut flowers, cott's.
I90a. for $15.95, good refloral designs or plants, Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrap acts
turning until March 10, 1908.
gently yet promptly on the bowels
buy horses,
order from
and allays inaflmtnation at rho same
sell horses, ,-,
time. It is pleasant to take. Sold by
all Druggists.
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Mechanics' Foundry and Machine Co.
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ROGERS

SCHMAUS BROS.
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W. B. PAR.R.ISH
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MITCHELL

•

NEW STATE 110TEI

BROWNING
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LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES

Early Tim es

WILL CURE IT

Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government $tamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. ; .*

a.

For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing superior

KILLTha COUCH

HI

s
-vitP4 Dr. King'
New Discovery

NMI

FOR C8u8

=MI

RI

•

34
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Glenn Rock Ginger Ale

Did you ever try

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot4
J..T. DONOVAN,
At City Ticket Cl/Lea
II ii. PRATHRII,
rA firm' Unica

W. B. McPherson

GAS COKE

HENRY MAMMEN, JR.

Ask some of our 200
customers about it.

E

board horses

do a general
livery busl neat.
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BRUNSON'S
FLOWER SHOP
529 Broadway. IA Plum 391

The aluminum books for the blind
being printed in Edinburgh are
of thin sheets embossed in the usual
way. They. are easier to read than
ellPer books, do not soil. and are pow.
Their expentieslly indestructible
siveness Is their drawback.
IlOW

The Paducah Light & Power Co.
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1411161011111L
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN •
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We allow no store to unaerselliu and our quality is backed by our name.

april Delineator and Butteriek Patterns
now on sale at Pattern Department.
_

Cotton Voiles Now 'Lead ng
Cotton Voiles in .mall cheeks, large plaids,
stripes and tignres, in all shades of blue, pink,
green, black and white, are the leading cotton
fabric in the east at this time. We are showing
a most cpmplete-litie in all styles and eoloi 0,
and while the material is of a very high class we
25C
ask only, per yard
Get the genuine harsh finish.

In all lines noW await your approVal.
Read our timely offers to the jwise and let us take care of
your spring wants. You will save an be glad. .•

For Dainty-Spring and Summer Dresses
c
J
j

And many tither classes of new goods for
spring Ind summer dresses, such as solid
colored swishes, white ground ouiored dot
swissea, dgured Batiste, novelty plaid
selves, etc., great values at
per yard

rs'

25e

Figured Batiste and Lawns, white and
colored grounds with co ored tiguies, and
black and white stripes and deuces, a
sheer quality, splendid values,
.. 10C
.
at per ya7dI ...
Figured Dimity and Nainsook, checked
and striped , Naltisooa, white grounds,
colored and biat k figures. splendid MSsiirtment, reasonably priced,
.
per yard .....

ese

15C

New Wash Embroidered
and Hemstitched Belts
We are new showing our line of Wash Belts and they
Neat
are the prettiest assortment se have ever secured.
pearl buckles, removable hooks, easily adjusted, in embroidered. hemstitched and fancy effects. Great values at

Dotted Swilgses
Colored Striped Swisses
Figured Organdy
Figured Organdy

Figured and dotted Swisses, Figured '
Lawns and ktatistes, neat new designs,
very extra quality,
per yard
New Checked and Barred Embroidered
Striate, an extra sheer 'itsality, new deeigns, handsome patterns, remarkably reasonable, per yard
French Gingham,' of splendid quality,fist colors, neat designs for shirt waists
sod draws, exile quality,
per yard, I5c and
New Colored Union Linens-A good variety (greens arpociall) of coioren Union
Linens, dandy quality for suits and
waists, special per yd. its and

15C

25C

25c

Ladies' Initial Checked all pure Linen Hasidkerchiefs, very sheer, worth 12Ci
special each
or aec per.box of six

:20c

Ladies' sheer all linen Initial crossed barred.
rags
colored bord r, II S Handkerchiefs,
worth
spec' et.ch
LiPb
or al 13 per box of six
S.
25c

Buckles,
New Collars, Bows, Ties, Collar Sets, Belt
Pins, Beltinu and Fancy Goods.
I.

Ladles' neat embroidered cross-barred ii. 5,_
Handkershiefs all linen, very Sheer
woith :15c; sp.scial.each

25c

a a

White Goods in Vast Assoroments
White Madrid Weistings
_
White Dotted and Fig.Swisies
White Dimity, plaid or check
White Union Linen Lawn_
.: I
White Persian Lawn
White French Lawn
_ ..

25

YD.

These goods are all exceptional values tor the
money and many pieces are worth 33c a yard,
but, we intend to keep our reputation and sell
the best values to be had for the money in any
larger city. Our 25c qualities are great.
All pure Linen Lawns for waists, dresses and
other particular work, splendid values for the
money, per yard 25c, 48c, 00o,
75c-11.50
up to
10 4 Linen Sheeting for spirts and dresses,
splendid goods of all pure linen (free from
flaws) specially priced at
_
per yard SI 00
12-yard pieces of extra doe Nainsook. a remarkably good grade, regular r2 32
gouda, offered at per box
4S.InchiPersian Lawns, the beat qualities to be
had and best value for the money,
and
per yard, lac,

$2.00
50C

Greatest Values in Handkerchiefs We
HaVe EVer Offered

Ladies' cross barred colored bordered H
Cart 'beer, all Ibsen Haaolieroblefes---worth 35e: special each-

25c and 50c

Something new and really different has been
brought out in wash goods, in the way of bordered tissues. They are the prettiest and most
stylish wash materials shown, in blues, pinks,
greens, black and white and other light shades.
Can be made up most effectively. They are 46
59C
inches wide and per yard
6 to 7 yards is all required for a dress.

Smartest Assortments

Some New Wash Materials
"Arnold's" Tissues
Arnold's" Swisses
"Arnold's" Organdies
"Arnold's" Dimities-

New BOrdered- Tissue Novelties

Spring's

Ladies'cross-barred, embroidered corsers,111.S.
all linen Handkerchiefs,/ regular
2Ze grade: bimetal each

20C

Ladies'linen, lace edge H, S. Handkerchiefs,
all linen, something new. regular 2513
grade: special each

20c

Ladies'drawn work II. S. all linen Handkerchiefs, a vary new kind, worth 350:
_ ....
special each

25C

Ladles' cross barred It S Cambric Handk02,chiefs, a very remarkable value.
seenisdly priced. each.

5c

45-inch Mercerized Chiffon, nothing nicer for
fine waists and dreams. We have the nicest
qualities to be had and, considering quality,
very reasonably priced, per yard
3hc, 50o, talc and
French Lawns, very sheer and splendid to
wash, being used very much for nice dresses
We have two very great values to offer 3Kak
................Jab
at per yaid, Mc aod
Linen Finish Suiting, either dull orgies'finish
looks like linen and wallies floe, being bought
very readily and givleg Mithitaction.
at per yard
. 27-inch Colon Linen Lawn that really Is tine.
half linen.$ dandy clear quality
specially priced, per yard

75C

15C
• 25c

3h.1 Union ',leen, a quality that looks,
wears and washes like all linen,
...
specially prioed, per yard
45-loch same as above, specially
priced, per yard .
India Linens, great values, speghilly
priced, Per yard, ric to
*
Mulish Long Cloth, best grade, retake rk
able values, per yard, 121-sc and

451
25c
15c

New Tailored and Embroidered Shirt Waists
White Embroidered Shirt Waists, made of good quality
Lawn, good strong embroidery fronts, well made; special
$1.00
•
at.

Plain Tailored Waists with stiff eullars, tailored pleats.
of• dandy quality of material, special at .......*1.25
Other ,Waists just as reasonable, quality considered,

each
50
0
112.0
2....71_ $2.
at..5
Swim Waists, new designs, spocia!l

THE DAYLIGHT STORE
We A/Ways Sell the nestfor Less

Mese Goods to-be Hod on First Floor
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The derailment Is said to have been
caused by the train becoming uncoupled while going down grade. No
FOUR CAlitil OF FREIGHT TRAIN one was hurt by the acsident.
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